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Using a case study, this article attempts to demonstrate how the insights gained through the analysis and review of the UX design artifacts aids the discovery and learning during exploratory testing. It is compelling to see the usefulness of scenario-based contextual design in providing a foundation for unscripted exploratory testing. The case study further shows the gap that exists in these teams rich in engineering culture that is at odds with the exploratory testing which is more of an art than science.
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1. Introduction

Quality-by-design is based on the premise that quality is built-in and verifying quality early in the design reinforces the conformance to quality as the solution is built. UX design methodology starts by reviewing the value proposition and identifying the user segments. The user research then leads to a conceptual understanding of the scenarios and contexts of use in support of the value proposition. The behavioral and interaction design that emerges is a model of the system in the context of its use. The elements that constitute the model are validated by usability tests. These models also drive the user acceptance functional testing when supplemented by task analysis and user goals. Evaluation of the design through usability tests for an understanding of the user interactions are very valuable in discovering new scenarios and gaps in how the system would be used. This is a very powerful and profound recognition of the user acceptance behavior. The findings of the usability tests and insights gained on the user behavior provide guidance to exploratory tests which are a supplement to requirements driven testing.

2. Acceptance Testing

The acceptance testing validates the fitness for use of a system. The factors that influence these usability tests are

- The environments and operating conditions of use,
- The prioritized user scenarios that provide highest value to the user and
- The attributes of quality that satisfy the specific user's needs in the context of their objectives

The motivations, user goals, user roles, functional understandings of the domain and usability tests guide a user centric design process. By iterating through prototypes and high fidelity models, the navigation flows through the system forms the basis of the acceptance tests. User stories build the relationship between user tasks and the goals by mapping user roles and personas to them.

The software engineering team creates elaborate documentation in waterfall methodology that fail to capture these user perspectives at all. We run into limitations when we try to capture these behavioral characteristics in any number of use cases and requirements. However, guided by the UX design these limitations are overcome by actively engaging the testers with the design teams up-front during the evolution of the design (co-location, pair-programming). The requirements in agile development methodology are almost identical to the UX design work items. They are merely presented in a slightly different manner. Therefore, it seems logical to engage the testers with the UX design team earlier in the design process to identify these acceptance conditions, criteria and tests for the definition of what “Done” means.

One of the best practices of agile development is the adoption of acceptance test driven development (ATDD). Unless these are designed as “intended,” automated acceptance tests run concurrently as the development team implements the user stories, adds little value to the development effort. The opportunity to design tests efficiently presents itself during the evolution of the UX design itself (lockstep) rather than forced to trail the development as in traditional approaches. The scripted tests rely on the documented requirements which can only specify the systemic view for acceptance. Reviewing the emerging design with the insights gained from user research into the context of their use, the testers bring the acceptance tests to life. The testing team can derive objectives for exploratory tests with a better understanding of the personas, usage scenarios and the interaction model.

During this user research process, additional details of user behavior emerge such as preferences by a certain persona to perform a task and navigation towards a goal which might not otherwise be obvious. The interaction models provide Meta model information that improves the testing efficiency
by uncovering operating conditions, user data needs and motives for navigation flows that are not documented. With unscripted exploratory tests, learning and adapting tests based on the system behavior in the context of its use become intrinsic to the charter-test-retrospective-adapt cycle.

Exploratory testing inherently deals with discovering these experiences as the users navigate through the application based on the scenarios and tasks. Given the tangible benefits of front-loading agile development with a robust UX design process, it is ironic that the agile development community has not adopted the practice of UXD in a more embracing manner than they currently do. Part of the problem is that management and the developers focus not on designing creative user experiences but on delivering software engineering service. In the few instances where they do have a UX design practice, there seems to be a dysfunctional relationship between user-centric design that is user oriented and solution design that is customer focused where the user and customer are not the same. It then becomes more happenstance than the consequence of a well-planned strategy. Secondly, the problem is the inability of the engineering culture of the teams to acknowledge that exploratory testing is as much an art as it is science.

For the benefit of the reader of this article, before visiting the mechanics of exploratory testing to show this correlation in detail and the patterns that emerge therefrom, let me first review the techniques and tools used in UXD in more detail towards deriving acceptance test conditions and criteria.

3. UX Design & Acceptance Testing

The UX designer starts at the very inception of the project by identifying the business value proposition which talks to the uniqueness of the offering and the differentiating attributes of the solution from the competition. The high-level objectives of the business problem are evident from the analysis of the value proposition.

These objectives then become the focus areas of higher priority when designing the tasks and test steps around these. The value proposition also discusses the beneficiary i.e. the user base that the solution caters to (emerging market or existing customers). The user segmentations and identification of personas to fit the user segments are then identified during user research. The reasons and motivations of using the system and how the users interact with the system in their working environment are recognized. The pragmatic tester relies on a host of factors such as biases, observations, hunches, instincts, heuristics, and experience to supplement the approach to exploration. To keep these open-ended drivers focused irrespective of the approach (be it free-style, scenario-based, strategy-based or feedback-driven), the understanding of the user and the context of use in delivering value is paramount. For exploration, the tester leverages tools such as checklists, mind-maps, and cheat-sheets to build a framework to base her focus on.

The tester adopts the personas just as the business analyst captures the actors for the use cases. The user tasks lead to the exploration of layout and navigation design with low-fidelity prototypes to begin with even before higher fidelity working prototypes are built. At this juncture, the acceptance tests in concrete system interaction steps begin to emerge. Before fleshing out the details, the tester outlines a matrix of tasks against goals and user personas to form a dimensional matrix of test coverage.

User stories are the preferred tool for capturing requirements because they help describe the users' view of the system behavior rather than a system-centric view described in use cases. Whereas use cases serve as a contract between the various development teams and the stakeholders, user stories are flexible and serve as a negotiable framework for engaging the users to describe user-centric view of the system behavior. User stories are typically takes the form a construct such as:

"As a <role> I want to <goal> so that <benefit>"
What remains then is the acceptance criteria which are the objectives derived from task analysis. It is here that significant contributions have been made in the recent years to design by specification. For ATDD, tools that support Gherkin like domain specific language (DSL) are introduced and the acceptance tests created as shown in example 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given an amateur bird watcher has launched the application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>And has browsed to the bird she has spotted in the gallery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When the user begins to record her observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then the system should pre-populate all of the information presented to the user in the gallery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 1: Using gherkin DSL to capture acceptance test criteria

What is obvious from this example is that the construct is essentially in English language where the user role is clearly defined and the task she is trying to accomplish is also captured. The user research helps fill the role of the user with the appropriate persona for the task’s objective. Then the conditions for acceptance of performing this task within the context are identified. The ingredients are essentially the same – a user goal, the task steps and the acceptance conditions in the form of expected behavior. This then becomes specification by test (or example). These acceptance tests are scripted with the steps known a priori.

Exploratory testing on the other hand is the unscripted testing of the system by continuous learning and discovery of the system behavior under conditions of use. The factors that differentiate it from random testing are the insights testers learn to keep the tester focused on the specific navigation patterns and flows that users take while interacting with the system. The testers rely on heuristics, biases, observations, hunch, intuition, conjectures to comprehend the user’s perception of the interface to accomplish their stated goal. The different types of exploratory tests are freestyle, scenario-based, strategy-based and feedback-driven. To provide a structure and framework around exploration, it is very important for the testers and developers to engage with the designers early even as the user experience team begins the user research process. By studying the emerging user personas whose task analysis drive the interaction design, testers derive testing strategies and put the system through its paces in the context of their use. A few different time-boxing techniques have been proposed such as session-based testing where the testing charter is chosen so as to fit into each session of a specific time interval to do the exploration. In the case study that follows, I attempt to derive information based on user research and supporting user experience design artifacts such as wireframes to gain insights into how the system would be acceptable for use.

User stories cross-referenced in this way with the matrix and supporting document such as checklists and mind map help the tester to test scenarios of use by the different user profiles exhaustively. Focusing on the goals, the tester can adapt the tests with the feedback from the system behavior. Tests are then vectored to be more effective but within the realm of possible acceptance of use.

4. Case study

The mobile application under consideration is the bird spotter application that caters to at least 3 different user archetypes. An amateur who is not familiar with bird species, a researcher who knows bird species by name and characteristics, and an avid bird watcher interested in the seasonal migratory patterns and tracks bird migration through social networking channels with others in the spotter community.

A closer look at these personas reveals quite a lot about the individual user needs and the way the application might be used. Based on the personas captured by the UX design team, the environment in which they might be using the application can be inferred.
The **Amateur bird watcher** likes to feed birds for example while out and about with his son. Knows little about birds and therefore has to use the browsing features in the application to help identify birds by their visual and audio characteristics. He would use the application in an urban setting or residential neighborhoods and therefore would only be interested in birds that are commonly seen.

The **avid bird watcher** wants to spot exotic birds that are seasonal and migratory. He wants to share the spotting information with others in the community. Looking to use the application while on the road or outdoors. He would like to report his observations to the conservatory once he returns home or office and so caching the recorded observations to the device storage would be important.

The **research student** wants to complete the research on birds and complete the study with spotter data and information. She will be using the application in camp sites and remote areas. She would like to collate all the information she has captured over time and map patterns by geographic location. And so, she would like to navigate the application in such as manner as to derive geographical information to the observations and sightings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Amateur bird watcher</strong> likes to feed birds for example while out and about with his son. Knows little about birds and therefore has to use the browsing features in the application to help identify birds by their visual and audio characteristics. He would use the application in an urban setting or residential neighborhoods and therefore would only be interested in birds that are commonly seen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The <strong>avid bird watcher</strong> wants to spot exotic birds that are seasonal and migratory. He wants to share the spotting information with others in the community. Looking to use the application while on the road or outdoors. He would like to report his observations to the conservatory once he returns home or office and so caching the recorded observations to the device storage would be important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The <strong>research student</strong> wants to complete the research on birds and complete the study with spotter data and information. She will be using the application in camp sites and remote areas. She would like to collate all the information she has captured over time and map patterns by geographic location. And so, she would like to navigate the application in such as manner as to derive geographical information to the observations and sightings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Personas for the bird spotter application

In order to understand the application states better, the analysis of the user personas reveals additional requirements: presenting such information as seasonal migratory patterns and a sampling of their bird song and images of the bird to help user in identification.

The avid bird watcher wants to get real-time data feeds of spotting information in her vicinity through a social media channel. She would want to control access to her friends and filter by attributes such as distance or relevance. Here also, we see ample opportunity to explore the application based on the user needs.

The research student persona likes to record detailed information as the lower bound on the spotter count, specific species of interest, direction of migration, geo-tagging of location to compare with a seasonal database such as those maintained by the Audubon Society, for instance.

Based on the layout and interaction design, additional tests can be explored given these additional contexts of use aided by the personas. These additional features increases complexity and the exploratory tester has many opportunities to improve testing efficiency.
Given that these users cannot be stationary and tethered, the mobile platform becomes the primary platform of choice. The user interface (UI) and layout design has to factor in such constraints as:

1. The smaller screen has limitations of real-estate for the controls
2. Consider the type of controls from an affordance perspective
3. Evaluate navigation and find-ability based on ease of use – kids, for e.g., would like to use and may not have very adept fingers or retention capability

The UI wireframe for the above user scenarios may look like that shown in figure 1. The UI mock-up is expected to support the user behavior stemming from user research. Combined with the user tasks, these navigations and interactions result in exploratory test flows. As the design iterates to the optimal, the tester can understand the user motivations to drive the testing strategy. The layout and structure of content corresponds to user’s task goals and can be validated using acceptance tests. The tester seeks to identify gaps in the tasks specific user roles perform that are missed and tries to relate the user story to the navigation flows that they map to. For instance, a set of administrative tasks to manage the amount of content that can be downloaded to the mobile device given its constraints for space was a gap that was identified by exploration.

Another example of the detecting issues from exploration was in the “home” screen. The tester found that the interface did not support the amateur user’s need to “browse” through the database of birds
to match the observed features such as color; habitat and bird calls to identify a certain species that was spotted.

As the tester begins to understand the context of use, she uncovers specific navigation flows and system behavior resulting in undocumented application states and test conditions. The user characteristics such as domain knowledge also give insights into the way the application would be used. In the case of the amateur bird spotter she is not expected to know the species by their attributes or zoological name. The amateur needs to be able to look up birds through the browse feature that provides information about the species from the database. So the acceptance criteria might be the expectation of being presented with such collateral information (details on habitat and seasonal migratory patterns) that increases the user’s confidence in identification.

The navigation flows around ease of finding this information forms the basis of usability testing but it is not as exhaustive as the opportunity presented to the exploratory tester to vary the test steps. The exploratory tester not only relies on feedback but also on such intangibles as experience and intuition. And so, the tester might want to test “what-if” and edge-scenarios around the flow being discussed here. The tester also relies on deductive reasoning from the system behavior she observes in using the system within the confines of the usability model described by the UX design artifacts.

The more experienced spotter, on the other hand, knows the bird species well enough that she will be searching for them not just by name but also by other characteristics. The application should be able to support these two sets of search-and-browse capability. For these specific and different types of user goals, the tester can explore ways to accomplish the task of locating specific birds in the application by changing the application states that affect the searchable set. These search factors are be affected by varying geographic locale and vicinity of the observer. The tester vectors tests by varying these controls from intuition and system response.

The research student in contrast is merely using the statistical capability for reporting her observations collected from the field. She is looking to get a quick record of the observation without having to browse through or search for the type of species spotted. The focus of this exploratory tester impersonating this persona is around the ease of reporting and being able to “tag” her observations appropriately for statistical compilation later. Though the system behavior forms the basis of exploration, the context and goal of ease-of-use testing would not be recognized without the details surrounding the persona.

Given the different ways of using the application, the UX designers provide guidance for such capabilities as configuring the user preferences. This may be in the form of

A. Specifying a location where the mobile user moves to provide geographically relevant bird collection or
B. Filtering instant messages from other spotters in the network by radial distance and ranking those by list of “friends” in the etc.

Given the concern about privacy and security, user research would also uncover the user’s need to be able to grant or deny friends’ invitation to share instant messages. The tester then sets out to test these possible different behavior permutations of the system. The ability to test these conditions using scripted tests will not be effective no matter how well the documented requirements are. A combination of structured automated and unscripted exploratory testing approach will likely uncover more potential issues. In addition, the cost of creating documented test assets for increasingly complex systems become prohibitively expensive. Besides, the value these scripted tests provide is little to none when it comes to detecting bugs efficiently. The cost of maintenance of these tests due to changes from big-design-up-front syndrome (BDUF) also increases.

Repeatedly running the same tests to uncover new defects is ineffective just like walking on the footsteps of another in a minefield which is unlikely to set off any explosions. The spirit of exploration
in uncovering new bugs and potential defects is therefore very compelling for reducing inefficiencies in the testing process.

Another gap uncovered by exploratory testing is a scenario when a novice user moved to another geographic location and the application did not trigger update to the list of birds that are common in the new location. The documented requirements only called out the ability of the user to specify the location by using the preferences screen. It is only when the scenarios were reviewed based on tester experience and the application was already in use that the need for prompting the user to change the location was uncovered as an issue.

5. Conclusion

A key component of UX design is user research that results in segmentation of users into user personas. Personas are very useful in the discovery and understanding of the way the system would be used. Quality by design focuses on this aspect of user behavior illustrated by scenarios in the context of their use.

Scenario-based tests that are adaptive to different aspects of system behavior are more effective than any combination of scripted tests planned a priori. The personas and user scenarios provide the framework for this form of test adaptation to be contextual and relevant. Providing visibility to the test results from the perspective of user acceptance helps the team evaluate whether the development has achieved the minimally shippable feature set objectively.

For sprint planning and deriving test strategies, the lessons learned from exploration helps not only to develop test charters but also to adapt tests based on feedback. Overlaying the contextual information to assess the impact of defects to specific personas helps to evaluate the quality of the system from a fitness-for-use perspective.

In agile software engineering projects, the testing team can collaborate with the UX design team early in the development phase to converge to the goal of fitness-for-use efficiently. The solution team thus builds-in quality and improves testing efficiency. With pair programming as described above, the testing team also gets to engage early and test often. Adapting tests based on the feedback from system behavior is more realistic when personas are the basis for adaptation. Testing within the context of use in this manner makes the solution more successful.
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